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Abstract— This paper presents the review of study related to 

behavior of reinforced and prestressed concrete slab under 

impact load. In the present study, the effectiveness of 

reinforcement and prestress force in the structural elements 

after application of impact load were studied. A detailed 

review on effect of adding of various types of fibers in 

concrete are also presented in this paper. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Generally, the concrete structures in olden days are not 

designed for impact loads. However, this design 

consideration is becoming very important particularly in 

cases like vehicle impact, marine structures subjected to ice 

impact and sudden explosions etc. Impact load is a load 

applied on a structural element for a very short duration.  

When hard impact load acted on a concrete, then that 

impact energy of that impactor is a main cause to makes the 

concrete deform. Reinforced concrete slabs are widely used 

structural members. Slabs are designed by taking into 

consideration the effects of vertical static and dynamic loads. 

Impact load is a type of impulsive dynamic load that is not 

taken into account in the design process of slabs like other 

types of structural members. Impact loads may occur due to 

several reasons. Structural impact problems, which include 

accidental loads due to dropped objects, collisions, 

explosions and penetration of fragments, are common in 

construction industries. These loads are also pertinent in the 

design of protective structures which are mainly of reinforced 

concrete (RC) in the process industry. 

One of the impact loads that these structures should 

be protected against is the localized impact. Critical impact 

energy is the dominant cause of damage in dynamic of local 

impact phenomena. The strategic RC structures which are 

found deficient in impact resistance are often required to be 

strengthened. Different techniques are available for the 

strengthening of such structures. The behavior of concrete 

and steel depends on the loading rate, i.e., on their strain rate. 

As their strain rate increases, their strength also increases and 

their deformability decreases. At a low strain rate, the 

behavior of concrete and steel does not significantly differ 

from that under a short-term static load. At a high strain rate, 

the strength and stiffness of concrete and steel can be 

significantly increased. The testing of materials at a medium 

loading rate is typically conducted using a drop hammer, 

whereas the testing of materials at a high loading is typically 

conducted using the Hopkinson bar test. 

Conventional RC column, beam, slab and panel, as 

major load carrying components, are often damaged when 

subjected to blast loading, which might lead to partial or total 

collapse of building structures. Engineering solutions for 

structure protection need to be developed and improved to 

ensure the safety of structures. To overcome concrete’s 

natural weakness in tension and the growth of cracks, 

prestressed technique is employed both in civilian and 

military constructions. 

II. CONCEPT OF PRESTRESSING 

Prestressed concrete is a concrete which is arranged under 

compression before it is being subjected to external loads. 

Tensioning of high strength tendons within the total volume 

of the concrete will allow developing compression. It will 

improve the performance of the concrete in its service life. 

Tendon is a collection of single wires, multi wire 

strands most commonly made from fibers like steel, carbon 

etc. The concept of prestressed concrete is that initial 

compressive force applied before the application of external 

loads so it acts like ductile material under external loads. It 

will improve strength, stiffness and capacity of the structure. 

Pre-tensioned concrete is a one type of prestressed concrete 

where tendon is tensioned prior to the concrete being cast. 

The tendon tension forces are displaced to the concrete as 

compression by static friction. Prestressed concrete is used in 

many structures where it improved concrete stiffness can 

allow larger span. And it will also decrease cost of the 

construction by decreasing the dimensions of the members 

compared to conventional reinforced concrete. General 

applications are tall structures, long bridges, industrial 

structures and nuclear containing structures etc. Prestressing 

was mainly divided into two types 

 Pre-tensioning 

 Post tensioning 

A. Pre-Tensioning 

Pre-tensioning is achieved by stressing tendons, to fixed 

amount by stretching them between two anchorages prior to 

casting of concrete. The concrete is placed then and tendons 

become attached to concrete. After concrete has hardened, the 

tendons are released. The tendons tend to achieve their 

original length by shortening and in this process transport 

through bond a compressive stress to the concrete. The 

tendons are generally stressed by the help of hydraulic jacks. 

Prestressing bench or bed term generally used in this process 

that means abutments and other type of form work to give 

stability to the concrete. The stress in tendons is controlled in 

the process of placing and curing of the concrete material by 

anchoring the ends of the tendons to abutments. Lot of 

pretensioning techniques are available in present days but the 

main concept of prestressing is same in all the cases. 

B. Post-Tensioning 

The other method in prestressing is post tensioning. In a post-

tensioned beam, the tendons are stressed and each end is 

anchored to the concrete. The tendons are painted with grease 

like material to prevent them from attaching to the concrete 

after proper casting and curing of concrete. Alternative 

method to prevent them from bonding with concrete during 
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casting and curing is to tie up the tendon in a flexible metal 

hose before placing it in the forms. The metal hose is assigned 

to as duct and remains in the structure. The gap between the 

tendon and duct filled with grout material after the tendon has 

been stressed properly. Thus the tendons become attached to 

the concrete material and corrosion of the steel is prevented. 

Post-tension prestressing is a site work. This process 

may become required in many cases. For large loads and 

lengthy spans in structures, it may be very complicated to 

transport a member from pre-casting plant to site. On the 

other hand, pre-tensioning can be utilized in pre-cast as well 

as in cast-in place construction. 

In post-tensioning different type of instruments are 

used to give attachment between concrete and ends of the 

tendons. These are generally called end anchorages. Some of 

the mostly used methods are: 

 Freyssinet system 

 Magnel system 

 Leonhardt system 

 Lee-McCall system 

 Gifford-Udall system 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Literature on Low Velocity Impact Behavior of 

Reinforced Concrete Elements 

Ozgur Anil et al., (2015) observed the effect of variation of 

the end conditions on the slab behavior which was subjected 

to low velocity impact loads. Correspondingly, an 

experimental study was done on the action of reinforced 

concrete slabs subjected to impact loading. Eight (8) square 

reinforced concrete slabs with dimensions were tested by 

changing two parameters; (i) Boundary type, (ii) support 

layout. In extension of the experimental study, 4 different 

support layouts were considered on 2 main end condition 

types (i.e. fixed and hinge supports). Decrease in the 

maximum acceleration of the specimen found when increase 

in the number of drops. The increase in the number of drops 

and the amount of fracture resulted in decrease in 

acceleration. Inspite of that the displacement and velocity 

values increased with increase in the number of drops. 

Basheerkhan et al., (1999) observed the action of 

fiber reinforced concrete slabs subjected to low velocity 

projectile. The major variables of the study were type and 

volume fraction of fiber. The type of fibers considered in their 

study were polyolefin, polyvinyl alcohol, steel and the 

volume fractions were 0%, 1%, 2% respectively. Totally, 10 

square slabs with side length of 1000 mm and thickness of 

50mm were casted and then tested. Slabs reinforced with 

polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) fibers exhibited higher fracture 

energy values compared to slabs reinforced with polyolefin 

fibers.The slabs with 0.5%, 1% and 2% volume fraction of 

PVA fibers had fracture energy increased by about 18%, 31% 

and 31%, respectively. 

Ramakrishna et al. (2005) focused on 4 various fiber 

reinforced concrete plates.  Their study given the 

experimental analysis of the resistance to impact loading of 

1/3 scale square cement mortar slabs with side lengths of 300 

mm and thicknesses of 20 mm. The tested slabs were 

reinforced with four natural fibers such as coir, sisal, jute and 

Hibiscus cannabinus. Loading was applied using a simple 

projectile test. Four different fiber contents by weight (0.5%, 

1.0%, 1.5% and 2.5%) and three fiber lengths (20 mm, 30 mm 

and 40 mm) were tested. The impact resistance of the four 

natural fiber reinforced cement mortar slabs considered in 

this study is found to be 3–18 times higher than that of plain 

cement mortar slabs. Coir fiber reinforced mortar slab 

specimens have absorbed the highest impact energy at 2% 

fiber content for the fiber length 40 mm. Residual impact 

strength ratio of all natural fiber reinforced slab specimens 

ranges from 1.87 to 3.91 and that coir fiber reinforced slab 

specimens have the highest residual impact strength ratio 

among the various types of natural fibers considered here. 

Habel et al., (2008) studied the impact behavior of 

high strength fiber reinforced concrete slabs. The 

experimental data along with analytical data of rate-

dependent ultra-high performance fiber reinforced concrete 

(UHPFRC) given by their study. Specimens constructed 

using UHPFRC were tested with three and four-point bending 

arrangements and responses were determined using plates 

subjected to quasi-static loading. The UHPFRC treated in this 

study displayed strain hardening to an elongation of 0.15% 

and a tensile strength of 11.0 MPa under quasi-static loading. 

The tensile action resolved from uniaxial tensile tests related 

well to tensile properties deduced from three- and four-point 

bending tests as shown with the proposed cross-sectional 

based analytical model. Note that there was some scatter due 

to variation in fiber orientation in the measured test results. 

The bending resistance increased by more than 25% and the 

corresponding uniaxial tensile strength is increased by more 

than 15% relative to static behavior. 

Farmam et al., (2010) focused on the behavior of 

high strength fiber-reinforced concrete slabs in their study. 

The results obtained from the finite element analysis such as 

the number of strikes for the failure initiation, midpoint 

deflection, diameters of upper and lower circular damage 

patterns of the generated truncated cone, and the shape of 

failure patterns are in good agreement with corresponding 

experimental results. HPFRC has higher impact resistance 

than plain concrete. Evidently, addition of steel fibers to the 

plain concrete makes it more impact resistant. – The adopted 

yield surface properties are appropriate for investigating the 

triaxial behavior of HPFRC in low confinement pressures. 

More research is required to study triaxial behavior of 

HPFRC for high confinement pressures in order to simulate 

HPFRC samples subjected to high velocity impacts. – The 

results obtained from the finite element analysis such as the 

number of strikes for the failure initiation, midpoint 

deflection, diameters of upper and lower circular damage 

patterns of the generated truncated cone, and the shape of 

failure patterns are in good agreement with corresponding 

experimental results. 

Rao et al., (2010) carried out an experimental 

program to investigate the behavior of slurry-infiltrated 

fibrous concrete (SIFCON) slabs under impact loading. 

Results of these studies showed that the reinforcing materials 

in concrete have positive effects on the impact behavior of 

both plain and reinforced concrete slabs in terms of increased 

energy dissipation capacity, number of drops and improved 

acceleration-time relationship.  The absorption of impact 

energy is more in SIFCON slab specimens with conventional 

steel reinforcement than the SIFCON slab specimens without 

reinforcement. Energy absorption capacity of conventionally 

reinforced SIFCON slabs with 8%, 10% and 12% fibers 
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respectively increased by 300%, 185% and 194% when 

compared to SIFCON slabs without conventional 

reinforcement at ultimate stage. 

Zineddin et al., (2007) investigated the effects of 

different types of slab reinforcements and impact loads on the 

dynamic response and behavior of reinforced concrete slabs. 

In scope of the study, reinforced concrete slabs with 3 

different reinforcement ratios were tested to observe the 

effects of the variation of reinforcement ratio on the impact 

behavior of the slabs. Another variable examined in this study 

was the height of dropping weights. Experiments were 

conducted by dropping constant weight from different 

heights. The entire testing program was shown to be suitable 

for the experimental investigation and to provide a more 

fundamental understanding of the structural behavior of 

concrete slabs under impact loading. Using experimental 

approach on reinforced concrete slabs have been presented 

and discussed in this paper. The data indicated that the 

response of a slab is affected by the amount of steel 

reinforcement and the drop height. It was shown that, 

particularly the reinforcement quantities affected the slab 

failure modes. 

B. Studies on Prestressed Concrete Beams 

Wensu et al., (2015) studied the dynamic response of a 

simply-supported prestressed RC beam with rectangular 

section under blast loadings is numerically investigated by 

using finite element code LS-DYNA. The prestress is pre-

applied on the RC beam in an analytical approach. Numerical 

simulations on four groups of prestressed RC beams to blast 

loadings are carried out to investigate the influences of 

prestressing level and concreted compressive strength on 

beam blast loading resistance capacity. The structural 

responses such as mid-span maximum deflection, residual 

deflection, cracking, stress of rebars and shear stress of 

concrete near the supports are extracted from the numerical 

results. The effectiveness of prestressing on blast-resistant 

capacity of RC beam is demonstrated through comparing the 

results with the bench marking non-prestressed RC beam 

under the same blast loadings. 

Numerical results demonstrated that prestressing 

RC beams increases their blast loading resistance capacities 

if the failure is governed by flexural responses, but may 

reduce the beams’ blast loading resistance capacities if the 

failure is governed by shear responses. Parametric studies on 

four groups of prestressed RC beams have been carried out 

by considering different prestress, concrete compressive 

strength and blast loading. It is found that the appearance and 

growth of flexural cracks in concrete is delayed effectively by 

using prestress. In addition, the higher are the prestress and 

the concrete compressive strength, the more effective is the 

prestressed RC beam in blast resistant capacity. 

Som P et al., (1964) surveyed of previous studies not 

reveal any significant effort leading to better understanding 

of the actual state of stress in the anchor zone or end region 

of, especially, pretension prestressed beams. The transverse 

shear forces on the beams cause a significant reduction in the 

values of the transverse tensile strains but have relatively little 

effect on the lateral tensile strains. The high lateral bursting 

strains in thin-web members may become an important factor 

when transverse active reinforcement is used to effectively 

control transverse bursting strains. A three-dimensional 

embeddable strain gauge frame was developed and was 

subsequently used to measure the interior strains in the 

anchorage blocks of post-tensioned prestressed beams. 

Fifteen prestressed beams were monotonically loaded to 

failure with transverse shear loads at the 1/3 points. The 

ultimate transverse loads of the beams compare very well 

with their respective ultimate design loads with a mean value 

of 1.10. The experimentally measured surface and interior 

concrete strains in the anchorage zone at a low transverse load 

were shown to agree reasonably with the theoretical results of 

a three-dimensional linear finite element model. 

Padmarajaiah et al., (2002) undertook experimental 

studies on such beams incorporating short steel fibers as 

supplemental reinforcement. They also undertook nonlinear 

finite element analysis using the commercial software Ansys 

for predicting the load vs. deformation behavior, validating 

with the experimental data. The interfacial bond effect was 

characterized by tangential linear spring elements located at 

the nodal points. The focus of the study was the influence of 

steel fibers on quasi-static load vs. deformation behavior of 

such beams. The load–deformational characteristics obtained 

from the finite elements solution was in close agreement with 

the experimental results at four critical stages of loading. The 

crack pattern at both initial and at failure stages predicted by 

FEM was in close agreement with the experiment results, 

indicating that the effect of fibers on the concrete strength and 

ductility and its bridging effects in arresting crack 

propagation have been suitably captured. Addition of trough 

shape steel fiber to high strength concrete caused an increase 

of both cracking strength and peak strength. The basic post 

peak region of the load deflection curve diagram was affected 

by the addition of fibers. The ascending portion of the load–

deflection changed very slightly, but the descending portion 

became less steep, which resulted in a higher ductility and 

toughness of the material. The influence of fibers in reducing 

deformation and increasing flexural capacity was evident 

even at the failure stage. The fibers were effective in resisting 

deformation at all stages of loading, from first crack to 

failure. The maximum increase in flexural strength in fully 

prestressed beams due to addition of fibers over full depth 

was found to be 8%, 16%, and 21% for the volume fraction 

of fiber of 0.5%, 1.0%, and1.5%, respectively, in these tests. 

Jiang et al., (2015) successfully proposed a 

numerical simulation methodology to predict the response of 

pre-stressed concrete members under impact loading using 

LS-DYNA program, their simulation was applicable to low 

impact velocity only. Moreover, in that proposal, pre-

stressing force was applied by temperature-induced shrinkage 

in prestressing bars, which required a pre-calculation of the 

corresponding temperature change. It is critical to accurately 

estimate prestressing loss to predict the impact response of 

PC members because overvaluing the loss may result in 

underestimated peak impact forces and overestimated 

displacements. Furthermore, an accurate assessment of 

prestressing loss may better assist in determination of the 

impulse duration. EPDC model gave the better numerical 

results than simpler concrete models. The influence of 

damage, cap surface and meridian plane shape on impact 

response of RC beam was significant while influence of the 

deviator plane shape was not significant:MC lode dependence 

was better than VM one, and can be used as a substitute for 
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Rubin scaling function in the absence of strength data in TOR 

state. 

Collins et al., (1991) observed Engineering solutions 

for structure protection need to be developed and improved 

to ensure the safety of structures. To overcome concrete’s 

natural weakness in tension and the growth of cracks, 

prestressed technique is employed in both civilian and 

military constructions.  Prestressing concrete may increase 

structural stiffness and crack-control performance. As a result 

it reduces structural member size, self-weight and 

construction cost. Prestressing can be achieved in three ways, 

i.e., pretension, bonded post-tension and unbounded post-

tension by using tendons. 

C. Non-Linear Analysis of Pre-Tensioned Concrete 

Elements 

Markovic et al., (2013) studied the one-dimensional 

mathematical model and the numerical procedure for the non-

linear static analysis of pretensioned concrete planar beams, 

which is able to describe quantitatively the global behavior as 

well as some local phenomena in the beam, including the 

tangential slip and the traction between the tendon and 

concrete, with accuracy sufficient for engineering design. The 

advantage of such a model is its extreme computational 

efficiency compared to the two- and three-dimensional 

formulations. Generally very similar results have been 

obtained for the normal stress in the tendon and the shear 

stress at the concrete–tendon contact with any of the methods, 

although the results differ in details. Very interesting 

distributions of slip along the tendon have been obtained, yet 

no comparison was possible with other data from the 

literature. 

Ayoub et al., (2010) implemented a mixed 

formulation based model to represent the prestressed concrete 

beam in the general purpose Finite Element Analysis 

Program (FEAP). The model of the prestressed concrete 

beam comprised of three components. First, a fiber beam-

column element is used to represent the behavior of concrete 

and embedded reinforcement. Secondly, a 1-D truss element 

is used to represent the prestressing tendon. Finally, bond 

elements defined at the nodal points accounted for the transfer 

of interfacial forces between concrete and prestressing strand. 

Based on comparisons with data measured in girder tests in 

Texas, the FEA modeling techniques described here give a 

good representation of the complex stress and strain patterns 

at the ends of girders where prestress transfer effects cause 

nonlinear behavior with concrete cracking. These modeling 

procedures can be effectively used in the future to investigate 

methods for eliminating or controlling the amount and size of 

concrete cracks in prestressed girders during the prestress 

transfer process. The nonlinear response of the concrete and 

tendons is based on discretization of the section into fibers 

with uniaxial hysteretic material models. The bond between 

the concrete and tendons is modeled with a distributed 

interface element that uses specific bond stress-slip relations. 

The model ignores though the effect of dead weight, prestress 

losses, and concrete tension stiffening. Simulation of the 

prestressing operation is accounted for by carrying out the 

analysis at several time steps, each representing a specific 

stage of the operation. Correlation studies with 

experimentally tested pretensioned beams are performed. The 

studies confirmed the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed 

model. 

D. Response of Reinforced Concrete Panels under Blast 

Load 

Fang et al., (2003) found that the flexural damage transferred 

to the brittle shearing damage with increasing the loading 

rate, height of cross section, longitudinal reinforcement ratio 

or decreasing the strength of concrete. The experimental 

results indicate that the stirrup ratio has significant influence 

on the survivability of RC beams when subjected to blast 

loading. 

Lin X, Zhang et al., (2014) numerically investigated 

the response of reinforced concrete panels under blast 

loadings by using LS-DYNA. The effect of blast intensity and 

panel specification on the panel’s blast resistance 

performance was studied.  The parametric study shows that 

the mass of the explosive charge and the standoff distance 

have great influence on the blast response of reinforced 

concrete panels. As expected, the maximum displacement at 

the centre of the panel is greatly affected by the choice of 

charge mass and stand-off distance. In addition, it is shown 

that the deflection of reinforced concrete panel can also be 

reduced by increasing the panel thickness and the ratio of 

reinforcement. 

E. Concluding Remarks 

From all investigations, the fibers and prestressing technique 

are the two best methods to improve the material capacity 

against impact loading.  Polyvinyl alcohol fiber is the best 

fiber among steel, polyolefin because it slabs exhibited higher 

fracture energy values when slabs reinforced with this fiber. 

The slabs with 0.5%, 1% and 2% volume fraction of 

polyvinyl alcohol fibers had fracture energy higher by about 

18%, 31% and 31%, respectively. 

The impact resistant capacity of natural fiber 

reinforced cement mortar slabs more than the plain cement 

mortar slabs. The absorption of impact energy is high in 

slurry-infiltrated fibrous concrete (SIFCON) slab specimens 

with conventional steel reinforcement than the SIFCON slab 

specimens without reinforcement. The influence of fibers in 

reducing deformation and increasing flexural capacity was 

evident even at the failure stage. The fibers were effective in 

resisting deformation at all stages of loading, from first crack 

to failure. The maximum increase in flexural strength in fully 

prestressed beams due to addition of fibers over full depth 

was found to be 8%, 16%, and 21%for the volume fraction of 

fiber of 0.5%, 1.0%, and1.5%, respectively, in these tests. It 

is observed that the visibility and growth of flexural cracks in 

concrete is delayed effectively by using prestress. In addition, 

the higher are the prestress and the concrete compressive 

strength, the more effective is the prestressed RC beam in 

blast resistant capacity. 

These types of methods to increase impact resistant 

capacity can be effectively used in the future to control the 

cracks and reduce the deformation of the structural members 

under impact load. 
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